2004 lincoln navigator suspension

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Lincoln Navigator. While driving 25 mph,
the vehicle began to vibrate and jiggle severely. The contact mentioned that the front of the
vehicle was lower than necessary. The vehicle taken to an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the suspension failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was aware of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Search
CarComplaints. Car only has , and started to bounce, and lower during driving. Lincoln should
take more consideration in suspension, to make the car safe and driveable! I have a Lincoln
Navigator and when it gets too cold the airbags have busted on me and the compressor. I have
owned this vehicle for 2 years and 2 years in a row each winter my suspension has failed. My
wheels are riding right under my tire wall and it is going to cause me to have an accident or
cause further damage. Please look into this and recall our vehicles, the air suspension is
supposed to provide a smoother ride not a rough winter. Jan air suspension light came on after
being in below 30 degrees on a trip. Car was bouncing and could not control it properly.
Replaced air shock on rear. Nov - same temps and same light and control problem. After the car
reached a warmer temp. South for 3 hours it no longer bounced and was back to normal.
Service shop could not find a problem. Dec another trip up North and same thing. Jan in a
warmer temp. Light came on and bounce came back. Service shop said it looks like the
compressor is going bad. This problem seems to me is a safety problem and should be recalled
and repaired by Ford Lincoln. It is dangerous and certainly makes the car uncontrollable. When
temperatures drop near or below freezing, the air suspension springs stop functioning at all.
The valve that holds the air in the air bags gets frost on it and can't close anymore. This causes
the suspension to ride on the rubber stops. The tires rub in the fender wells. The vehicle will
eventually rub the tire to a tire failure. This will cause the driver to lose control of the vehicle
and possibly crash. The contact owns Lincoln Navigator. The contact stated that the front
suspension failed and caused the front end to rest on the tires. The vehicle was taken to the
mechanic for inspection, who advised the contact that the front suspension sensor failed. The
vehicle was then taken to the dealer for repair, who replaced the front suspension sensor
however, the failure recurred while the contact was driving 55 mph. The vehicle was taken back
to the dealer, who advised that the air compressor needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure. The VIN was not available. The failure mileage was 90, and the
approximate failure mileage was 91, The contact stated that while driving 20 mph, the front end
of the vehicle dropped and started to exhibit a loud, abnormal noise. The contact mentioned
that the failure recurred four times. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that the
air compressor failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure who advised that they would contact him back at a later date. The vehicle was repaired.
The failure mileage was 57, and the current mileage was 73, According to my, deceased wife,
the problem starts on July 14, The car became bouncy in the front while in motion, we are still
under extended warranty on auto maintenance. My wife went to the dealer findlay Lincoln here
hin sahara St las vegas regarding this problem, somehow they were able to fix the problem but
after 2 weeks again the bouncy problem started to appear, again she went to the dealer to have
it fix, the problem was again fix and after 3 weeks the problem again appear at this point my wife
has been in and out of the hospital and was not able to bring the car in the dealership. When I
came home from Hawaii because of my wife illness the car was in the garage and according to
my son they have not used it because of the car bounce so hard that its difficult to control the
wheels. I have cancelled my car insurance because I cant drive it with that condition and dealer
warranty is expired and the mileage is 53, We have a Lincoln Navigator the second we have
owned the air suspension has never worked as well as the first Navigator. The ride was very
good for the first 50 thousand miles then when it was cold it would take a while for the air
suspension to warm up and begin to work. In Alabama it does not get that cold that many days
but it was very uncomfortable on those days. Finally the suspension just stopped working and
the ride was terrible. Indeed the air suspension was leaking. Could not give us a firm price since
they would not know for sure if any damage was done inside the system. If I wanted to gamble
like that I will go to the casino. Car rides as good as it did and we do not have to expect the
suspension to go out again. We have heard lots of stories about the same problem we had and
have heard a lot of people that have had to replace the air suspension 2 times before they gave
up. Ford knows this is a problem and will not do a recall. One mechanic told us that the air
suspension is the same one they use in the big Ford SUV and they never have problems with it.
Ford and the engineers need to solve this problem. At this time we will not purchase a third
Navigator even through I love the car. The air suspension on the front of the vehicle was not

lifting up properly in order for the vehicle to drive without any incident. On cold days the
suspension does not allow the front end to lift up; yet, the vehicle had to be warm or the
temperature outside had to be warm. The vehicle was not taken to the dealership for inspection
which was taken to three other service stations who performed a diagnostic test on the vehicle.
The manufacturer was called and stated that there were no recalls or warranties stating that she
had to pay for the repairs. The failure mileage was , The air suspension system has failed on my
luxury Lincoln Navigator , miles. This appears to be a common failure for this vehicle based
upon my online research. There are companies that sell kits to replace the entire system as it is
apparent that not failing is not an option. Please see the strutmasters website However there is
no record of any recalls or change in the manufacturing process. I own a Lincoln Navigator. I
have had problems with the air bag suspension system since I have owned my vehicle. What
happens is when it gets cold the system fails to operate causing the vehicle to drop down on
the tires. Ripping them from under the vehicle, it destroys the tires and could very easily cause
an accident. I have had to replace the tires many times due to this issue. This winter alone it has
been in the shop at lease 6 or 7 times. This system is no longer in use on the new Navigator.
Ford has issued no recalls and will not assist me in getting this issue resolved. They said
unless they are forced to deal with this by the NHTSA, I can no longer afford to spent thousands
of dollars to resolve this issue which is clearly a mfg problem. Everyone I know who owns a
Navigator with this system have gotten rid of them. Mine is paid for and I can't afford another
vehicle. Problem with the air suspension on vehicle. Had it replace with less than 50 thousand
miles on vehicle, added 12 thousand miles in less than a year and the air suspension is out
again. After the vehicle was purchased, it began to fail. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer
for repairs. One month later, the suspension failed. While driving at an unknown speed, the trac
indicator illuminated and the contact lost control of the vehicle. She pulled over and had the
vehicle towed to the dealer. The vehicle was repaired for free. Afterwards, the low beam
headlights failed and the contact replaced them with two bulb mechanisms. The low beams
continued to fail and the mechanic could not find any failures. The dealer stated that the wiring
was not faulty, but they discovered that the ballets in the low beams were blown out. The parts
were ordered and replaced by a mechanic. The bulbs blew out again within a month. The vehicle
was taken back to the dealer and they kept it overnight to repair it again. Through online
research, the contact found complaints for failed ballets on his make and model vehicle. No one
has been able to determine the cause of the failure. The failure mileage was 75, and current
mileage was 98, Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. This Premium
Suspension Replacement System, available exclusively from Strutmasters, will bring a swift and
final end to all of your air suspension problems with your Lincoln Navigator. With this product,
you can install a brand new passive suspension replacement system on your ENTIRE Navigator
for less than the cost of replacing just ONE of your air struts at the dealer. All of our products
have shipping options available to guarantee you get your part in a timely and affordable
manner. We believe in providing the highest quality parts, such as premium american-made coil
springs, to ensure our customers only need to buy the right product once. Learn More About
Us. Our Conversion Kits are built to improve the performance and stability of your ride.
Converting to a non-air suspension system gives you a more reliable ride. Only Strutmasters
offers premium american-made coil springs on our conversion kits. Notice the difference with a
better, smoother ride! All of our kits come with easy to install instructions so you or your
mechanic can get your car up and running faster than ever. When your Lincoln Navigator air
suspension system goes bad, you can either continue to take it to the dealership, or you can fix
it once and fix it right. At Strutmasters, we have seen how the dependence on a complex
network of interdependent parts can lead to constant air suspension headaches. That's why we
created this product to eliminate the dependency on all those expensive air and electronic
suspension parts that are prone to fail. Our product includes four completely assembled
coil-over struts that bolt right in the same place as the original struts with no modifications
needed. The result is a ride quality closer to the original system than any other conversion
product on the market. Strutmasters designs our product with the Do It Yourself customer in
mind. If the installation instructions and guide aren't enough, watch our installation videos on
our YouTube channel or call one of our in-house technicians for assistance. We use high quality
components and American-made premium steel coil springs, yet offer the product at an
incredible value. Let's take a look at the price difference between replacing air suspension vs a
passive suspension conversion kit. Now we are going to compare three prices: The price for
repairing your air suspension system with OE parts at the dealer; the price for installing
aftermarket air suspension parts on your vehicle; and the price of getting rid of the air
suspension heartache by installing a brand new coil-over suspension conversion system. You
will soon see why many customers choose Strutmasters over every other option. Be on the

lookout for common signs of a failed or leaking air suspension in your Lincoln Navigator. The
most obvious of those is a sudden drop of three to five inches of ride height in any of the
wheels or noticeable difference in ride height between different sides of the Navigator. You may
experience sagging in the rear or front or an overall appearance of the Navigator squatting
down lower than usual. These are all tell-tale indicators of suspension failure. When this occurs,
it's common for the air compressor to cease working or run way too often it will be loud and
noisy. Other components may wear out. Your Navigator's ride height should remain consistent.
If it looks like it's been slammed to the ground, it's well past time for a repair. This situation is
not only uncomfortable, it is outright dangerous. Don't waste time getting your suspension
repaired. The Lincoln Navigator is built with the following suspension components:. Instead of a
mechanical spring, these "air springs" use pressurized air to hold the vehicle off of the wheels
and cushion the ride. These air sacks are by far the leading cause of all air suspension leaks.
The hydraulic portion of the struts themselves help dampen vibration and control ride ride
quality by reducing bounciness. If the vehicle has over 80, miles, it is likely the hydraulic strut
itself is worn out, too. They are constantly monitoring the height of the vehicle at each wheel
and sending that information back to the suspension control module. These components are
one of many in air suspension that inevitably wear out with age. This air is what is used to
inflate the air springs and hold the vehicle up off of its wheels. As they get older, they will start
to leak, causing other components in the air suspension to pick up the slack andstart to
deteriorate much more quickly. This compressor also pumps that air into the rest of the system.
Once components like the solenoids or air springs start to leak or fail, the compressor usually
responds by working harder. This will, in turn, lead to early failure of the compressor, one of the
most expensive components in an air suspension. It removes moisture, which can damage the
air suspension components from the inside out. It is usually replaced along with the
compressor. This ensures that the system is both clean and efficient. They should be replaced
whenever the air suspension is serviced. This is a nicely designed, high quality kit with Eibach
springs â€” one of best made US brands. Installation was straight forward in terms of
procedure, but I have some lessons learned as noted below. I have a Navigator in excellent
condition. By all means, watch the Strutmaster YouTube install video. Ride character after
install is pretty much same as with air springs â€” most drivers will feel no difference. I count
myself as discriminating and am very satisfied with ride. Air springs are softer overall, but this
set up is great. I found a 30mm socket head necessary for removal and install of the large bolt
securing the bottom end of the strut, as well the hammer to pound this pin out and back in
during removal and install. I found the 15mm socket head most useful for other bolt heads in
the assembly. I recommend spraying the strut bottom end bolt head and nut with penetrating oil
once removing the tires â€” let that sit for min before unbolting, while doing other disassembly
work. One of those bolts was particularly difficult to loosen and I struggled with it for some
time. In the end it was just brute force, and using a hollow tube handle extender. Heavy gauge
aluminum, steel or even a lead plumbing pipe will do. My Navigator is a California car with mild
weather elements; elsewhere that bolt assembly might have been more difficult. The strut top
end nuts have nylon locking rings, so are not hand turnable to a great extent. For the rears, with
very small working spaced, I had a swivel-head type ratchet wrench which made install easier
â€” either way, securing those nuts took some time and patience. I did the install as a
two-person team and recommend it. We worked both left and right sides of the install in parallel,
and helped each other with 4 hands when necessary â€” particularly when aligning the strut
bottom end for install. The above experience would have been useful for me in preparing for the
work. Luckily I have access to an extensive tool set â€” without that, the above notes would
have been essential. Hope this helps future buyers. Very happy with the Strutmaster kit. High
quality components and fit. Great ride as replacement for air suspension. Will last a lifetime with
no maintenance. Highly recommend it. And kudos to Strutmaster staff being knowledgeable,
friendly and polite. I had an air bag with a leak in my Navigator and had already replaced the
compressor a year or two ago. Rather than spend money on a new air bag, I decided to convert
my vehicle with the Strutmasters kit and do all 4 of the springs. I watched a few videos and read
the tutorials and have quite a few tools and luckily enough have an auto lift in my own shop. I
am not a mechanic, but am fairly mechanical when it comes to working on vehicles. I would say
that is fairly true. Overall, it took me a total of 8 hours to convert all 4 shocks and wire the
module. One of the reasons it took longer was because I needed to go to an auto parts store
and get a spring compressor to get the new shocks to fit. I ended up having to compress 3 of
the 4 springs for install and I would assume others have bumped into the same problem. Wiring
the module to turn off the air suspension warning light was fairly simple. A little awkward
because of the wire locations, but it took me about 30 minutes to wire up and now everything
works without having a warning light. Perhaps Strutmasters could consider sending their

products already compressed to make installation even easier. I know many coil over products
come compressed which makes it much easier to install. They ride nice and have seemed to
already soften a little from when I first installed. I think they will settle very nicely and improve
the ride quality overall. Overall, I would definitely recommend Strutmasters over comparable
products. The quality is great, instructions to install is good and the customer service was also
excellent. We have replaced the suspension air bags 3 times and a new pump over the course of
our ownership. Every 2 years like clock work we replaced the front, then the back, then the front
again. This last time was the final straw. I was ready to just sell the thing until I found
Strutmasters conversion kit. The Service Rep. As he promised, the 4 Strutmasters Coilover
Shocks arrived completely assembled, in 2 days. Yep, I ordered Tuesday, on my front porch
Thursday. Jason was fantastic he help me in every little detail and even explaining all the
problem that might happen before I even ask or even know what to ask. He was very
knowledgeable and very wonderful getting everything done and out the door on the same day.
He took his time to make sure everything was there and if I had any other problems, also gave
me his number and recommended me to give our mechanic the number if anything might come
up so they can call to fix the issues. In the end, it was very easy and smooth talking to Jason I
will definitely recommend this to my friend if they want to order anything in the future. Donielle
has been wonderful over the past week assisting me!!! Her pleasant personality and awesome
customer service has calmed my nerves. He completed my order in record time and was a
pleasure to work with. The conversation with Jason helped me decide the correct shocks for my
navigator, and no more check suspensions issues with the light out module. Call an Expert
Now. Vehicle Model Select Model. Vehicle Year Select Year. Return to Previous Page. We are
currently transitioning from red to black springs. Item may differ slightly from photo. Speak to
an Expert: February 8th, Strutmasters. Toggle navigation. Product Overview. Product
Information. Air Suspension Conversion Kit Includes. These are the components and materials
you can expect to find shipped with your new purchase. Shipping Info. Next Business Day:
Delivery typically by a. Designed to be very affordable, you can convert your air suspension to
use standard. More Reliable Than Air Suspensions. No Modifications Required to Install. Our
kits don't require any major modifications to your vehicle to install. Premium American-Made
Coil Springs. Easy Installation. Why Choose Strutmasters Instead Of Those Other Guys When
your Lincoln Navigator air suspension system goes bad, you can either continue to take it to the
dealership, or you can fix it once and fix it right. Suspension Components List The Lincoln
Navigator is built with the following suspension components: Lincoln Navigator Air Struts x4 The hydraulic fluid-filled struts connect to each wheel and contain a perch upon which rests an
air spring. The Original Conversion Kit. Strutmasters created the first conversion kit and has
spent the past two decades perfecting it. Engineered and Assembled in the USA. Save time,
frustration, and money with our air to non-air suspension conversion a kits. Find the best
solution for
dodge neon manual
2013 wrx owners manual
2006 nissan frontier ac problems
your vehicle online or have our experts guide you through the process. ASE-certified Technical
Staff. From ASE-certified Master Techs to electrical engineers, you can rest assured that when
you buy from us, you have all of our combined education and skill-sets backing your new
suspension! Installation Guides and Videos. Watch easy-to-follow videos on how to easily
install our conversion kits yourself. Prefer reading along? We have step-by-step installation
guides just for you. American Made Parts, Unrivaled Quality. Video Library. Watch videos to
help you make the right decision when purchasing the best conversion kit for your vehicle.
Read reviews from people just like you looking for the perfect solution for their suspension
needs. Outside of that, install was pretty simple and just takes some patience. Regards, Felicia
Davis Hopson. Special thanks to Jason for assisting me today. Shop with Confidence. Order
Now. Don't wait another minute to get your vehicle running in top condition.

